WARNING
1 You should learn the regulations of your country for carrying blank firing
pistols.
2 When you take the pistol in your hand, you should control whether it is
filled or not.
3 You should preserve your pistol far from the reach of children.
4 You should not fire from a short distance because of not to give harm to
humansi animals or plants.
5 While firing your pistol, you should keep it above the eye level and your
arm has to be tight and must be on forward direction.
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6 To take no effect from high sound you should use headphone.
7 The explosive material of the cartidge is dangerous for human health.
8 If you give the empty cartidges to the waste material collectors, it will be
beter for health and environment.

SPECIFICATION

9 Our company has no responsibility for the modifications on the pistol or
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using the pistol out of it’s real purpose.

CLEANING (MAINTENANCE)
1 Keep your pistol away from dusty, damp and acidic environments.
2 After firing, lubricate and clean the chamber inside the barrel.
3 Lubricate the parts especially Slide and Magazine after cleaning.
4 Do not keep more than two cartidges inside the magazine, if you are not
going to use for a long time.
5 In case the pistol does not work, use another brand cartidges. If the
problem continues, please ask for help from the dealer where you bought
the pistol. By using right hand finger thumb, press the magazine button
backwards and at the same time pull the magazine downwards by your
right hand. And take out the magazine completely from its housing.
Fill the cartidges into the magazine. Push filled magazine in its house with
the same direction again. Pull the slide of the pistol which is filled with
cartidge backwards and release. With setting the cartidge to the barrel the
pistol becomes ready for firing From this time to press trigger is enough
for firing. After 14 shots you must repeat the same process.
SAFETY
To maintain the safety of your pistol , you should turn the safety downside
TO DISMANTLE
Hold your pistol in safe position. Take out the magazine from its place.
Turn the slide stop downside and take it out from its housing.“(if the pistol
isn’t in safety position, you can’t take the slide stop out.) “Turn The take
down batch as shown. And remove it from its place by pulling it out.“
After pulling slide to the end of backwards, lift the end of the slide up. With
holding the same angle push the slide which escapes from the bearings
of the frame forward. For maintenance there is no need to dismantle
any other parts on the pistol. You can mount your pistol, by begining from
reverse side of dismantling steps of the pistol.
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